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The origins of the alphabet are shrouded in mystery. Travis Wayne Goodsell has made some discoveries with the Paleo-Alphabets to
explain this mystery. The alphabet is explained in simple to understand step by step level processes. The Paleo-Hebrew connection to
Egyptian Hieroglyphs means that there are levels of understanding the Paleo-Hebrew letters as well. This book focuses on the ritual
meaning. Ancient Egyptian texts reveal that though there is a direct representation of Egyptian Hieroglyphs, there are also other
levels of meaning. Each letter corresponds then to a ritual aspect related to its Egyptian Hieroglyphic match.
"The missing link is finally revealed. The ancient hebrew torah scroll authenticates the belief that the children of israel and the
phoenicians are historically linked." This work of reference can be used by linguists, scholars in their research and will serve as a tool
to further understanding between nations and cultures. Howshua Amariel is a translator of Biblical Hebrew (also known as Ancient
Hebrew or the Paleo-Hebrew alphabet) and the author of the interlinear style Paleo- Hebrew text, entitled "THIS REPORT: The
Hebrew/Phoenician History called the Bible." Aside from Amariel's claims, his work is also currently respected by the Igbo Jewish
communities of Israel as being the most authoritative translation of the Torah scrolls into English.
In Secularising the Sacred, Mishory offers an account of Zionist Israeli artists-designers' visual corpus and artistic lexicon of JewishIsraeli icons as an anchor for the emerging “civil religion,” through a process of giving visual form to Zionist ideas and myths.
A book with just the etymology of the Paleo-Hebrew alphabet. Etymology is the study of the strokes of the Paleo-Hebrew characters.
It is an essential feature in the study of the language and the origins of the alphabet. Each letter corresponds to a Hieroglyphic picture
and is theorized to therefore contain meaning related to the corresponding picture. It is considered to be the oldest known alphabet,
dated by Travis Wayne Goodsell to be about 1500 + BCE.
Letters for Letters
Paleo-Hebrew Deity Matches
Vol. Aleph: Paleo-hebrew Vocabulary's Etymology
Part 1: The Alphabet
The Complete Book of Paleo-Hebrew: Part 1, the Alphabet
Ritual Meaning
Activity and Vocabulary Aleph Bet Coloring Book
tells how Protosinaic pictograms -- derived from Egyptian heiroglyphics and discovered in the Sinai only at the beginning of
the twentieth century -- changed through the millennia and left their traces on our alphabet.
60-Day Amazon.com Money Back Guarantee! Color Edition. The Aleph is the ox head. Aleph symbolizes strength and
represents a crown of leadership. The Taw is a cross or an ex. Taw symbolizes a covenant, sign or mark. Aleph Taw
translated into English is eth (pronounced et'), which means divine. Thus, Aleph Taw Paleo-Ivriyt Aleph-Bet means Divine
Ancient Hebrew Alphabet. According to the Eth Cepher Bible, 3rd Edition, eth appears 9,500 times in the Ivriyt Tanakh (Old
Testament) and 518 times in the Brit Chadashah (New Testament) translated in Ivriyt from the Greek Textus Receptus. Thus,
we proudly feature the Aleph Taw eth in the Title of this work to publicize the divinity of our Aleph Taw Paleo-Hebrew
script. Learning Aleph Taw Paleo-Ivriyt (ancient Hebrew) provides an excellent opportunity for bonding with Yahuah and
your family. Learn Aleph Taw Paleo-Ivriyt Aleph-Bet is for Absolute Beginners Level Learners of all ages. After mastering
the concepts herein, Learners will be able to: 1. Write the 23 paleo-Ivriyt pictographs (letters) in order, from right to left.
There are 3 scripts (early, middle an late) for a total of 67 pictographs. (Ghah does not have middle and late pictographs); 2.
Recognize each of the 23 paleo-Ivryt pictographs at sight and know them by their names. (There is no Sin pictograph in PaleoIvriyt); 3. Recognize the sound(s) of each pictograph; and 4. Recite each pictograph's corresponding English alphabet letter
and modern Hebrew letter. Whether you are an absolute beginner, novice or advanced Learner, Learn Aleph Taw PaleoHebrew Alef-Bet is the right resource for you. Handwriting exercises, illustrative pictures, phonics, and a free 57-page
notebook are inside. Pictures are also included inside to help Learners with pronunciation. The first step toward mastering
any language is memorizing its alphabet. Learning any language is challenging and it takes daily practice, patience, and
persistence, so do not try to complete all the exercises in one sitting, rather practice 3 or 4 pictographs daily until you
complete all of the exercises, then repeat the process until you achieve each learning objectives above. Thank you for
supporting our Hebrew heritage and ancient tradition of literacy and excellence in the language arts.
Ever wonder why some Hebrew letters are never combined as words? Ever wonder why some Hebrew letters seem to have
independent meaning and then add meaning to another Hebrew letter or Hebrew word? The answer to both of these
questions comes from scientific theory testing. Biblical Hebrew's 3-letter words' etymology of the observation with the first
2-letter words and the last 2-letter words is made. 22 volumes for the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Only what is known
from Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew-English Lexicon is shown with the Biblical Hebrew words being devowelled and the
Aramaic script transliterated into Paleo-Hebrew script. To devowel a word is to remove the word's vowels.
The origins of the alphabet are shrouded in mystery. Travis Wayne Goodsell has made some discoveries with the PaleoAlphabets to explain this mystery. The alphabet is explained in simple to understand step by step level processes. AUTHOR'S
NOTE: Previous attempts with publication, particularly in the Kindle format have been unsuccessful. This version is an
attempt to fix the fonts by turning them into pictures, so that Kindle primarily can process them.
The World's Oldest Alphabet
Learn to Read Hebrew in 6 Weeks!
Complete Paleo-Hebrew Alphabet
Complete Ancient Hebrew Workbook
The Complete Scientific Research
Hebrew Word Pictures
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Learn Paleo-hebrew Alef-bet - for Fathers & Sons
Ancient Paleo Hebrew Aleph-Bet Vocabulary, Activity and Coloring Book. This vocabulary lesson plan works for all ages,
because who doesn't love to color?
The origins of the alphabet are shrouded in mystery. Travis Wayne Goodsell has made some discoveries with the ancient
alphabets that explain this mystery. The explanations are given in an easy to understand level system for the learner to be
taught on a step by step basis. These books replace the author's Alphabet Basics series volumes.
This children's coloring book is full of beautiful mosaic coloring pages of the Paleo Hebrew (Paleo-Hebrew script, PalaeoHebrew, Proto-Hebrew, Old Hebrew, Biblical Hebrew, or Ancient Hebrew) Alphabet. This is perfect for any young learner of
Paleo Hebrew and makes a great gift for children ages 4 and up. Though originally intended for the younger audience, this is
a great educational tool for everyone in the family to learn the Paleo Hebrew Alphabet. This book contains 22 unique mosaic
coloring page designs of the Paleo Hebrew Alphabet. The designs are of varying degrees of difficulty to keep children
engaged. Mosaic designs are based upon varying subjects such as the sky, flowers, rocks, sea, gem stones, and more!
The same as the original bestseller but in a smaller, more convenient, travel size that will fit in your bag.
Levels 1-3 Paleo-Hebrew
Levels 1-7 Paleo-Hebrew
Level 2 Ancient Alphabet
Secularizing the Sacred
Aleph Taw Paleo-Ivriyt Aleph-Bet
Volume 3, Factual Scientific Observations
Paleo-Hebrew's Observation Matches with Egyptian Hieratic Hieroglyphs

20 years in the making, this anniversary marks the pivotal moment with a new paradigm in
Paleo-Hebrew. This book reveals the new scientific discoveries with the Paleo-Hebrew
alphabet and its subsequent meanings for each letter. Inside is a scientific connection
to not only Egyptian Hieratic Hieroglyphs, but also to Chinese. A must have reference
work for anyone serious about the study of Paleo-Hebrew.
This collection of volumes represents the equivalent of thesis work for a PhD. The
origins of the Paleo-Hebrew alphabet are shrouded in mystery. Travis Wayne Goodsell's two
decades of research has produced new theories that help to explain its beginnings. This
third volume illustrates the factual scientific observations with the letters of PaleoHebrew. This is the foundation for my theories. One can not like my theories, but they
have to admit the observations are true. And with my observations being true, the
traditional theory is false and a new theory must be adopted. My theories explain the
observations. The first observation is with comparisons with the Paleo-Greek letters.
Paleo-Greek is not considered Semetic, yet its letters are the same as Paleo-Hebrew which
is traditionally considered Semetic. That's the first clue that something is wrong with
the traditional theory. The second observation is the accurate matching to Egyptian
Hieratic Hieroglyphs. With the manner in which Egyptians understood each Hieroglyph and
with the observations of each Paleo-Hebrew letter corresponding to a Hieroglyph's
Hieratic character, deductively concludes that Paleo-Hebrew letters have levels of
meaning like the Egyptian Hieroglphs. The third observation is the etymology of PaleoHebrew. The strokes each have meaning in representing the letter. And the fourth
observation is the comparisons of the Paleo-Hebrew alphabet letters to the same Chinese
characters. I'm not sure what it means to have Chinese equal in language understanding to
Paleo-Hebrew and thus Egyptian. But it is clear there is a unifying connection. All these
observations are necessary in preparation for presenting the new paradigm.
Never before has there been such an intense research study been done on the Paleo-Hebrew
alphabet. Over 20 years has been spent on this project. illustrated herein are the
scientific observations, the matches with other languages and the individual letter
meanings. The Acronym Theory is replaced with Travis Wayne Goodsell's Theory. The
synoptic index was removed because of lack of space available. This research project is
just that big.
The Complete Messianic Aleph Tav Scriptures (C-MATS) is a study bible which focuses on
the study of the Aleph/Tav Character Symbol used throughout the old testament (Tanakh) by
both Moses and the Prophets and is the most exhaustive and unique rendition of its kind
in the world. Over 5 years in the making, this English rendition reveals every place the
Hebrew Aleph Tav symbol was used as a "free standing" character symbol believed to
express the "strength of the covenant" in its original meaning. The Aleph/Tav was also
believed to be the "mark" of the "divine hand" for thousands of years by such famous
rabbis as Nahum of Gimzo, Akiva, and R. S. Hirsch as well as the Apostle John who claimed
in the book of Revelation that the symbol also incorporated Y'shua haMashiach (Jesus the
Messiah) because of His divinity. Also revealed in C-MATS is the use of the Aleph/Tav as
it is incorporated into the creation of hundreds of Hebrew words used thousands of times,
thus taking our understanding of the scriptures to a whole new level. C-MATS comes in
your choice of either Paleo or Modern Hebrew, Large Print 8.5x11 editions and include the
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New Testament.
A Picture Book Of...
The Paleo-Hebrew Alphabet
Paleo-Hebrew Letters
Unlocking the Ancient Hebrew Alphabet Code
Level 5 Ancient Alphabet
Learning Hebrew
Ancient Hebrew Dictionary
Some mysteries are hard to solve. As a result they remain mysteries, till the day someone solves them. Sometimes it's not just
being interested in a topic that will bring knowledge or answers. As Einstein said “The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but
imagination”. Here we need imagination which will bring us to knowledge. Because I believe there is none without the other. When
we lack one of them we may miss an important point. In this book you'll find not the ultimate answer to the mystery, but the path
leading to it. What are those detached letters at the beginning of some Surahs. The final answer may be discovered in a very short
time with the required knowledge. Unfortunately very few nowadays have it. I hope that you'll enjoy this book as much as I did
writing it.
Looking for a FUN and EASY way to teach your children the Hebrew alphabet? Our Learning Hebrew: The Alphabet Activity Book
is a great way to help you teach your children the basics of the Hebrew language, while giving them insight into the day-to-day life
of the Hebrew people. We've included coloring activities and short explanations to show children how each letter was understood
by the ancient Hebrews. Plus, plenty of opportunities for them to practice writing what they've learned. Understanding Hebrew will
help children gain an increased Biblical understanding and a deeper love for the people of the Bible. The perfect discipleship tool
to help you teach your children a Biblical faith. Learning Hebrew: The Alphabet Activity Book includes: The Hebrew Alphabet chart
for easy reference Hands-on coloring worksheets for each letter of the Hebrew Alphabet featuring pictograph, paleo, and modern
Hebrew: Aleph, Bet, Gimmel, Dalet, Hey, Vav, Zayin, Het, Tet, Yod, Kaph, Lamed, Mem, Nun, Samech, Ayin, Peh, Tsadi, Qoph,
Resh, Shin, and Tav Original Bible Pathway Adventures' illustrations
All previous Biblical Hebrew lexicons have provided a modern western definition and perspective to Hebrew roots and words. This
prevents the reader of the Bible from seeing the ancient authors' original intent of the passages. This is the first Biblical Hebrew
lexicon that defines each Hebrew word within its original Ancient Hebrew cultural meaning. One of the major differences between
the Modern Western mind and the Ancient Hebrew's is that their mind related all words and their meanings to a concrete concept.
For instance, the Hebrew word "chai" is normally translated as "life", a western abstract meaning, but the original Hebrew concrete
meaning of this word is the "stomach". In the Ancient Hebrew mind, a full stomach is a sign of a full "life". The Hebrew language is
a root system oriented language and the lexicon is divided into sections reflecting this root system. Each word of the Hebrew Bible
is grouped within its roots and is defined according to its original ancient cultural meaning. Also included in each word entry are its
alternative spellings, King James translations of the word and Strong's number. Indexes are included to assist with finding a word
within the lexicon according to its spelling, definition, King James translation or Strong's number.
60-Day Amazon.com Money Back Guarantee! Color Version. Hebrew Israelites, Learn Paleo-Hebrew Alef-Bet is written by
bloodline ascendants of the biblical Israelites for the benefit of Israelite mothers and their daughters. Teaching and learning paleoHebrew provides an excellent opportunity for mother-daughter-Yah bonding. Hebrew Israelites, Learn Paleo-Hebrew Alef-Bet is for
Absolute Beginners Level Learners. After mastering the concepts herein, Learners will be able to: 1. Write each of the early,
middle and late paleo-Hebrew pictographs (letters). (There are 22 letters and 3 scripts (early, middle and late) for a total of 66
pictographs); 2. Recognize each pictograph at sight and know them by their names; 3. Recognize the sound(s) of each pictograph;
and 4. Recite each pictograph's corresponding English alphabet letter. Whether you are an absolute beginner, novice or advanced
Learner, Hebrew Israelites, Paleo-Hebrew Alef-Bet is the right resource for you. Handwriting exercises are included inside along
with a 56-page notebook. Pictures are also included inside to help Learners with pronunciation. The first step toward mastering
any language is memorizing its alphabet. Learning any language is challenging and it takes daily practice, patience, and
persistence, so do not try to complete all the exercises in one sitting, rather practice 3 or 4 pictographs daily until you complete all
of the exercises, then repeat the process until you achieve each of the learning objectives. Thank you for supporting our Hebrew
Israelite heritage and ancient tradition of literacy and excellence in the language arts.
Hebrew As the Language of the Proto-consonantal Script
Ancient Alphabet Basics Combination
Aspects of Israeli Visual Culture
The Letters
Paleo-Hebrew Is Paleo-Greek
Mysteries of Messiah in Isaiah 9:6 Revealed in Ancient Hebrew Word Pictures
Aleph is for Ox
The Complete Messianic Aleph Tav Scriptures (C-MATS) is a study bible which focuses on the study of the Aleph/Tav Character
Symbol used throughout the old testament (Tanakh) by both Moses and the Prophets and is the most exhaustive and unique
rendition of its kind in the world. Over 5 years in the making, this English rendition reveals every place the Hebrew Aleph Tav
symbol was used as a -free standing- character symbol believed to express the -strength of the covenant- in its original meaning.
The Aleph/Tav was also believed to be the -mark- of the -divine hand- for thousands of years by such famous rabbis as Nahum of
Gimzo, Akiva, and R. S. Hirsch as well as the Apostle John who claimed in the book of Revelation that the symbol also
incorporated Y'shua haMashiach (Jesus the Messiah) because of His divinity. Also revealed in C-MATS is the use of the
Aleph/Tav as it is incorporated into the creation of hundreds of Hebrew words used thousands of times, thus taking our
understanding of the scriptures to a whole new level. C-MATS comes in your choice of either Paleo or Modern Hebrew, Large
Print Black & White or Red Letter 8.5x11 editions and include the New Testament. About the Author: William H. Sanford is a
licensed minister and has been studying and teaching the gospel message for over 40 years. William has over a dozen short
videos about The Messianic Aleph Tav Scriptures (MATS) on YouTube, and he may be contacted through his website
www.AlephTavScriptures.com or on Facebook at Aleph Tav Scriptures.
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See how Ancient Hebrew Word Pictures add depth, clarity, and understanding to Isaiah's prophetic description of the coming
Messiah.Enjoy creative, contemporary renderings inspired by "His name shall be called..."Share in the insight brought about by the
sophistication and clarity of the Hebrew language in its ancient form.The Hebrew language has carried the eternal message of
hope and expectation through millennia of time transcending boundaries of culture, persecution, war and peace. Its unique place
as God's choice to be the repository of the record of God's interaction with man has given it special prominence in the hearts of
those who have dedicated their lives to the pursuit of knowing and understanding the intricacies that dictate the relationship
between the Creator and the created. Found tucked within the writings of the Biblical writer Isaiah, one prophetic sentence has
captured the hearts and minds of readers and scholars alike for centuries. Over seven centuries before His arrival the prophet
foretells of the coming of One as a child who will bring the long awaited peace which has been so elusive to mankind. That
prophecy takes on even greater vibrancy when seen through the lens of the Ancient Hebrew language in its original pictorial form.
What's in HIS Name? will guide the reader through the prophetic titles of the coming Messiah of Isaiah 9:6 with the same pictorial
Aleph Bet Isaiah used for writing, enhanced by contemporary artistic renditions of those Ancient Hebrew names. A unique blessing
awaits the reader ofWhat's in HIS Name?
Ancient Paleo Hebrew Aleph Bet Coloring BookActivity and Vocabulary Aleph Bet Coloring BookCreateSpace
This collection of volumes represents the equivalent of thesis work for a PhD. The origins of the Paleo-Hebrew alphabet are
shrouded in mystery. Travis Wayne Goodsell's two decades of research has produced new theories that help to explain its
beginnings. This fourth volume is dedicated to the theories to explain the evidence of volume three, Factual Scientific
Observations. The main premise is that Paleo-Hebrew being related to Egyptian Hieroglyphs is therefore translatable on different
levels, having different types of meaning for each letter. It is well known that Egyptian can be translated multiple ways. The
Egyptian Combo-Glyph of the Creation Story, for example, is known not only as a story about the Creation of the Earth, but also
the annual Nile inundation, the founding of Egypt, and an incestuous relationship between sibling Gods. The levels that I illustrate
are: 1.Deity Representations 2.Deity Attributes Representations (can also be called Anthropomorphic Representations)
3.Environmental Representations 4.Historical Representations 5.Biblical Historical Representations 6.Ritual Representations
7.Prophesy Representations Astronomical Representations is unknown by me and Numerical or Gematria Representations were
covered in the first volume, being the same as the traditional belief. In this volume I also assign new names and phonemes to
Paleo-Hebrew based upon the evidence of the matches with the Paleo-Greek alphabet, pictorially. For the two languages to be the
same pictographs and not be the same or similar in naming and phonetics is just illogical to me. This is a new paradigm based
upon the observations of the Paleo-Hebrew letters and the manner of translating Egyptian Hieroglyphs. The Hypothesis that I work
off of is that Paleo-Hebrew is derived from the invented language of the Greek Merchants and the learning of the Egyptians.
Paleo-Hebrew Etymology
The Origins of Writing
The Mysteries of the Alphabet
The Alphabet Activity Book
Learn Paleo Hebrew Alef-Bet (for Mother's and Daughters)
How Does the Hebrew Alphabet Reveal Prophetic Truths
Level 1 Ancient Alphabet

Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew-English Lexicon is devowelled. To devowel is to remove the
vowels from the spelling of the word. The purpose is perform research and theory testing on
the meanings and the origins of the Paleo-Hebrew vocabulary. The result is a restructured
Lexicon. Biblical Hebrew is incomplete, but is here shown what is known. Each word is also
transliterated into Paleo-Hebrew for ease in performing research testing. There are 22
volumes to correspond to the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet.
This book contains just about every Hebrew word in the Torah and Tanakh. It has Grammatical
tools you can use to learn to read, and write in the Ancient language. It has prayers, games
and also Hebrew names.
Unlocking the Ancient Hebrew Alphabet Code shows how to interpret many basic Hebrew
words using the ancient pictographical meanings of the individual Hebrew letters. Each letter
tells a story. Each combination of letters within a Hebrew word forms a picture-story unto
itself.Biblical Hebrew was meant to be a living, pictographical language based on
combinations of word pictures, each of which conveyed specific meanings. Once this system of
word pictures is understood, Hebrew words come alive with nuances of meaning that no other
language can match. A picture may equal a thousand words, but Hebrew words are beautifully
alive with full-color picture meanings!
For close to 150 years, scholars have attempted to identify the language of the world's oldest
alphabetic script and to translate the inscriptions that use it, which were found in the Sinai
Peninsula and date from 1842 to 1446 BCE. Until now, scholars have accomplished little more
than identifying most of the pictographic letters and translating a few of the Semitic words. In
The World's Oldest Alphabet, however, Douglas Petrovich presents a thorough, detailed
defense of his bold new claims concerning these writings. Petrovich claims to have resolved all
of the disputed letters and to have identified the language as Hebrew, which allows him to
translate all of the inscriptions. Furthermore, he argues that they explicitly name three
biblical figures and greatly illuminate the earliest Israelite history in a way that nothing else
has, apart from the Bible.
Paleo Hebrew Coloring Book Alphabet
The Ancient Hebrew Language and Alphabet
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The Complete Messianic Aleph Tav Scriptures Modern-Hebrew Large Print Edition Study Bible
(Updated 2nd Edition)
Biblical Hebrew's Devowelled 3-letter Lexicon
Ancient Alphabet Combination
The Ancient Hebrew Lexicon of the Bible
The Original Ancient Hebrew Torah Scroll
This book shows the Egyptian Hieroglyphs of the Hieratic characters that match the Paleo-Hebrew
alphabet. Hieratic is the cursive writing of the Hieroglyphs, which are the Egyptian pictures.
Travis Wayne Goodsell has made the discovery that the Paleo-Hebrew letters correspond to
different Egyptian Hieroglyphs as a result of these observations. Travis has also discovered
that the new assignment results in the Paleo-Hebrew letters containing individual and combined
pictorial meaning. As a result Travis places the age of Paleo-Hebrew to 1500 + BCE making it the
oldest alphabet.
Whether you know Hebrew or not, this book will provide you with a quick reference resource for
learning the meaning of many Hebrew words that lie beneath the English translations, which will
open new doors for you into Biblical interpretation. The Hebrew language of the Bible must be
understood from its original and Ancient Hebrew perspective. Our interpretation of a word like
"holy" is an abstract idea, derived out of a Greco-Roman culture and mindset, which is usually
understood as someone or something that is especially godly, pious or spiritual. However, the
Hebrew word ???? (qadosh) means, from an Ancient Hebrew perspective, unique and is defined in
this dictionary as: "Someone or something that has, or has been given the quality of
specialness, and has been separated from the rest for a special purpose." With this
interpretation, we discover that the nation of Israel is not "holy," in the sense of godliness
or piety, but is a unique and special people, separated from all others to serve God. This
Biblical Hebrew dictionary contains the one thousand most frequent verbs and nouns found within
the Hebrew Bible. Each word is translated and defined from its original concrete Ancient Hebrew
perspective, allowing for a more accurate interpretation of the text. In addition to the one
thousand verbs and nouns, the appendices in the book include a complete list of Hebrew pronouns,
prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions and numbers.
I've suspected Paleo-Hebrew was the same as Paleo-Greek ever since I acquired Joseph Yahuda's
book, Hebrew is Greek. The alphabet characters are a direct match with few exceptions and a few
additions from both alphabets. Travis Wayne Goodsell, the foremost Abecedarian of Paleo-Hebrew,
shows these matches and Paleo-Greek letter meanings along with illustrating the revisions of the
names and phonemes of Paleo-Hebrew. For the complete study of the Paleo-Hebrew alphabet, the
reader is encouraged to refer to the author's book, Complete Paleo-Hebrew Alphabet.
"The contemporary styled work is called 'Aleph is for Ox.' It is a bright, bold, six color
serigraphic print constructed from one of the most revolutionary and transformative human
inventions: The Alphabet. The print displays the original alphabet--the ancient Hebrew or PaleoHebrew alphabet--laid out in the form of a Menora."--Letter from the artist.
Level 6 Ancient Alphabet
Volume 4, Travis Wayne Goodsell's New Theory
Read Hebrew in Living Color
Understanding the Ancient Hebrew Language of the Bible Based on Ancient Hebrew Culture and
Thought
Theory Test for Biblical Hebrew's 3-letter Vocabulary
Paleo-Hebrew
What's in HIS Name?

60-Day Amazon.com Money Back Guarantee! Hebrew Israelites, Learn Paleo-Hebrew Alef-Bet is written by bloodline
ascendants of the biblical Israelites for the benefit of Israelite fathers and their sons. Teaching and learning paleo-Hebrew
provides an excellent opportunity for father-son-Yah bonding. Hebrew Israelites, Learn Paleo-Hebrew Alef-Bet is for
Absolute Beginners Level Learners. After mastering the concepts herein, Learners will be able to: 1. Write each of the
early, middle and late paleo-Hebrew pictographs (letters). (There are 22 letters and 3 scripts (early, middle and late) for a
total of 66 pictographs); 2. Recognize each pictograph at sight and know them by their names; 3. Recognize the sound(s)
of each pictograph; and 4. Recite each pictograph's corresponding English alphabet letter. Whether you are an absolute
beginner, novice or advanced Learner, Hebrew Israelites, Paleo-Hebrew Alef-Bet is the right resource for you.
Handwriting exercises are included inside along with a 56-page notebook. Pictures are also included inside to help
Learners with pronunciation. Grammar and vowels are not included in this book. The first step toward mastering any
language is memorizing its alphabet. Learning any language is challenging and it takes daily practice, patience, and
persistence, so do not try to complete all the exercises in one sitting, rather practice 3 or 4 pictographs daily until you
complete all of the exercises, then repeat the process until you achieve each of the learning objectives. Thank you for
supporting our Hebrew Israelite heritage and ancient tradition of literacy and excellence in the language arts.
The origins of the alphabet are shrouded in mystery. Travis Wayne Goodsell has made some discoveries with the ancient
alphabets that explain this mystery. The explanations are given in an easy to understand level system for the learner to
be taught on a step by step basis.
This book is designed for the primary purpose of having ancient languages available in the Kindle format.
The Hebrew Bible, called the "Tenach" by Jews and "Old Testament" by Christians, was originally written in the Hebrew
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language using an ancient pictographic, or paleo-Hebrew, script. Through the study of this ancient language and script
the words of the Bible will come alive to the reader in a way never seen before. This book will examine the origins and
history of the ancient Hebrew language and script and their close relationship to the culture of the ancient Hebrews.
Included are detailed charts of the evolution of the ancient Hebrew script as well as many other related Semitic and nonSemitic scripts. Also included are the details of the root system of the Hebrew language, and a lexicon of ancient Hebrew
roots to assist the reader of the Bible with finding the original cultural context for many Hebrew words.
Ancient Paleo Hebrew Aleph Bet Coloring Book
Divine Paleo Hebrew Alphabet
Transliterated Into Paleo-hebrew - Aleph
Paleo-Hebrew Names
Travel Edition
The Complete Messianic Aleph Tav Scriptures Paleo-Hebrew Large Print Edition Study Bible (Updated 2nd Edition)
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